
TOPiC 1 LANDSCAPES AND LANDFORMS

   3.1  Overview 
 3.1.1 Introduction 
  There are a variety of reasons why people value landscapes and 
landforms. They are central to many indigenous cultures’ identity, they 
inspire because of their natural beauty and play a role in the economic 
activities of humans. Whatever the reason, landscapes and landforms are 
important to us as humans and we are obliged to manage and protect 
them sustainably for current and future generations to use and appreciate.  

   Starter questions 
1    Use the  Iguazu Falls  weblink in your eBookPLUS to watch a video of 

the Iguazu Falls.    
 a    List as many adjectives as you can to describe this landscape. 
 b    As a class, use an online word cloud generator to create a word 

cloud using all the adjectives used by your class to describe the 
landscape. In turn, ask each person to call out their adjectives to 
be entered into the word cloud generator; include repeated words.   

2    Identify and describe two ways in which Iguazu Falls has the potential to 
make money for the local community.   

     Inquiry sequence
Syllabus
outcomes

3.1 Overview

3.2 Why do people value landscapes and landforms? GE4-4
3.3 How do landscapes and landforms have cultural 
and spiritual value?

GE4-4

3.4 What are the economic values of landscapes 
and landforms?

GE4-4

3.5 Skillbuilder: Using positional language GE4-3 
GE4-7

3.6 How are landscapes protected and managed? GE4-5
3.7 Kakadu—Australia’s fi rst World Heritage Area GE4-4

GE4-5

3.8 Why is Uluru an iconic Australian landform? GE4-4 
GE4-5

3.9 How is Uluru protected and managed? GE4-5

3.10 How have humans changed and degraded 
landscapes?

GE4-2

3.11 What are geomorphic hazards? GE4-2

3.12 Skillbuilder: Using topographic maps GE4-3
GE4-7

3.13 Investigating topographic maps: What 
is the value of Gunnedah Shire?
3.14 review 

  Key terms

ONLINE ONLY

ONLINE ONLY

ONLINE ONLY

ONLINE ONLY

ONLINE ONLY

  CHAPTer 3

Valuing, managing and 
protecting landscapes 
and landforms 

 The beautiful and unique Danxia landforms in 
China   

Weblink
iguazu Falls
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  Watch this video  
Landscapes sculpted by water       
  Searchlight iD:   eles-1624    
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48 Geoactive 1 NSW for the Australian Curriculum Stage 4

3.2 Why do people value 
landscapes and landforms?
3.2.1 What are the aesthetic values of landscapes and landforms?
Landscapes and landforms are valuable as they play an important part in the way the physical 
environment functions. However, humans have always been interconnected with landscapes and 
believe they are important for their aesthetic, economic, cultural and spiritual values.

Many landscapes and landforms are valuable to humans because of their natural beauty. This is also 
known as aesthetic value. There is a variety of landscapes that inspire people, from the vibrant and 
 colourful coral reef aquatic ecosystems to the beautiful vista of a mountain  landscape. Many rec-
reational activities are taken up because of the aesthetic value of landscapes and landforms (figure 1). 
People participate in outdoor recreations such as scuba diving, bushwalking, rock sports and 
 photography. Artists, poets and musicians have also been inspired by the aesthetics of landscapes, and 
have created some of the most famous pieces of poetry, art and songs about them (see case study 1).

Figure 1 Outdoor recreational activities take advantage 
of the natural beauty of landscapes and landforms.

Figure 2 The beach and lifesavers are recognised as 
part of Australia’s cultural identity.

3.2.2 The beach — Australian cultural identity
The aesthetic value of the beach landform plays an important part in Australia’s national identity. 
Globally, Australia is well known for its beautiful beaches and its leisure lifestyle based around the 
beach (figure 2). Many international tourists will visit one or more of Australia’s famous beaches 
such as Bondi Beach in Sydney, Broadbeach on the Gold Coast or Bells Beach in Victoria. This 
is due to Australia being a large island continent with 10  685 beaches, and most of its population 
living within 50 kilometres of the coastline, making access to the beach relatively easy.

‘My Country’
Dorothea Mackellar was an Australian poet who wrote ‘My Country’, one of the most famous poems 
about the Australian landscape. She grew up in the city, but her family had property in the Hunter 
Valley of NSW, and near Gunnedah to the north. She visited these places frequently and was heavily 
influenced by the landscapes she saw.

I love a sunburnt country,
A land of sweeping plains,
Of ragged mountain ranges,
Of droughts and flooding rains.
I love her far horizons,
I love her jewel-sea,
Her beauty and her terror –
The wide brown land for me!

CASe STuDY 

aesthetic something 
beautiful and 
pleasing to look at
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Chapter 3 Valuing, managing and protecting landscapes and landforms 49

  using a gPS in the fi eld 
 A popular instrument that bushwalkers use, which 
is a valuable fi eldwork tool for Geographers, is a 
hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS) device. 
These can be a specialty device or an application on 
a smartphone (fi gure 3). A GPS accurately locates 
a person on the surface of the Earth by connecting 
to   geostationary satellites   that are in orbit around 
our planet. GPS devices record locations by logging 
in your latitude and longitude at a particular spot, 
these are called Waypoints. If you walk along a 
path, a GPS unit can record your Track. Another 
feature on a GPS is that a person can log in Points 
of Interest (POI) to help locate places they have 
found interesting and want to visit again. All this 
data can be transferred to mapping software such 
as GIS or Google Earth so it can be accurately 
viewed on a map (fi gure 4). Also, the GPS can be 
used to navigate back to Waypoints and POIs and/
or to follow a track that has been recorded (a route).     

geostationary 
satellites  satellites 
that orbit with the 
Earth’s rotation and 
appear to be stationary 
in the sky making 
locating features on the 
Earth’s surface more 
accurate with GPS

FOCuS ON FieLDWOrK

  Figure 3  A smartphone with a GPS 
application installed  

  Figure 4  Waypoints, Tracks, Routes and POI as 
recorded by a GPS and put on a map  

ACTiviTieS

  uNDerSTAND 
1    Defi ne the word  aesthetic.  
2    Name and describe some recreational activities 

you can do in landscapes.   

 eXPLAiN 
3    Explain why the beach is considered part of 

Australia’s cultural identity.   

 iNveSTigATe 
4    There have been numerous songs and artists 

that have been inspired by landscapes. 
Research either a song or an artwork that is 
well known. Outline how the artist or songwriter 
described or portrayed the beauty of the 
landscape.   

 APPLY 
5    Think of a landscape or landform you have 

visited. Write a poem or a song using as 
many adjectives as you can to describe what 
the landscape/landform looks like and how it 
made you feel.     

6 a     Conduct a survey in your class to count how 
many people visit the beach. Create a table 
that will tally your results like this:   

  Visit 
beach 
daily  

  Visit 
beach 
weekly  

  Visit 
beach 
monthly  

  Visit 
beach 
yearly  

  Rarely 
or never  

                    

b    Based on your class results, do you think the 
beach is an important part of your culture? 
What are the location reasons that would 
explain your results?     
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50 Geoactive 1 NSW for the Australian Curriculum Stage 4

3.3 How do landscapes 
and landforms have cultural 
and spiritual value?
3.3.1 The Australian experience
Humans have always been interconnected with the physical environment, and landscapes and 
landforms have helped shape our beliefs and way of life. Many of the world’s indigenous people 
continue to have a special relationship with their physical surroundings, and these landscapes 
continue to be an important part of their culture and spirituality.

Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people inhabited Australia for thousands of years before 
European settlement. Their culture and spirituality are linked to the landscapes that they live in. Both 
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people recount how their ancestors created the landforms 
as they travelled across the landscape during a time that is commonly referred to as the Dreaming.

The Dreaming and Tagai
The Dreaming has different meanings to the various Indigenous 
peoples around Australia. Generally, Dreaming stories tell of the 
Dreamtime, a time when the Aboriginal ancestors travelled across 
the country and created the variety of landscapes, landforms, plants 
and animals by either carving them out or becoming the land-
forms themselves (see case study 1). This makes all elements of the 
physical environment related to Aboriginal people. All aspects of 
Aboriginal culture from art, dance and stories are centred around 
the Dreaming, and the landscapes and landforms are their scared 
spaces.

The Torres Strait Islander people are the Indigenous people living 
on the tip of Cape York and the 17 islands in the Torres Strait between 
Australia and Papua New Guinea (figure 1). They are culturally dif-
ferent to mainland Aboriginal people and their stories are set around 
the Tagai, a warrior who is visible in the stars. These helped them 
 navigate the islands in their canoes and explain the close connection 
with the landscapes and oceans around them. Both Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people are dependent on their surroundings, 
and the landscapes and landforms are crucial to their culture and 
 spirituality.

Dreaming Aboriginal 
spirituality that 
recounts events from 
the time of creation to 
the lived experiences 
of present generations

CASe STuDY

Ngiyaampaa Dreaming
The following Dreaming story is told by Aunty 
Beryl Carmichael, from the Ngiyaampaa people 
of western New South Wales. It tells the story of 
Ngiyaampaa country and how the Darling River 
was created (figure 2). 

Now long, long time ago of course, in the 
beginning, when there was no people, no trees, 
no plants whatever on this land, ‘Guthi-guthi’, 
the spirit of our ancestral being, he lived up in 
the sky. So he came down and he wanted to 
create the special land for people and animals and 
birds to live in. So Guthi-guthi came down and he 

went on creating the land for the people — after 
he’d set the borders in place and the sacred sites, 
the birthing places of all the Dreamings, where all 
our Dreamings were to come out of.
 Guthi-guthi put one foot on Gunderbooka 
Mountain and another one at Mt Grenfell. And he 
looked out over the land and he could see that 
the land was bare. There was no water in sight, 
there was nothing growing. So Guthi-guthi knew 
that trapped in a mountain — Mt Minara — the 
water serpent, Weowie, he was trapped in the 
mountain. So Guthi-guthi called out to him, 
‘Weowie, Weowie’, but because Weowie was 
trapped right in the middle of the mountain, he 
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Figure 1 Location map of Torres Strait islands
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Chapter 3 Valuing, managing and protecting landscapes and landforms 51

ACTiviTieS

uNDerSTAND
1 What is The Dreaming?
2 Describe where the Torres Strait Islander 

people are located.
eXPLAiN
3 Read the Dreaming story as told by Aunty Beryl 

Carmichael. What landscapes and landforms 
are being created?

4 Why do Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people believe they are related to 
the land?

5 What is a sacred site?
6 Explain why landforms and landscapes are an 

important place to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people.

iNveSTigATe
7 Research and identify the name/s of your local 

Aboriginal nation.
8 Research a local Aboriginal sacred site in 

your area or region. Describe its landscape 
or landforms. Locate the site using an online 
mapping engine such as Google Maps, Bing 
Maps or OpenStreetMap.

9 Organise with your class for an Aboriginal 
elder from your local area to share a Dreaming 
story that you are allowed to hear that 
describes the creation of a local landscape or 
landform.

couldn’t hear him. Guthi-guthi went back up into 
the sky and he called out once more, ‘Weowie’, 
but once again Weowie didn’t respond. So 
Guthi-guthi came down with a roar like thunder 
and banged on the mountain and the mountain 
split open. Weowie the water serpent came out. 
And where the water serpent travelled he made 
waterholes and streams and depressions in the 

land. So once all that was finished, of course, 
Weowie went back into the mountain to live and 
that’s where Weowie lives now, in Mount Minara. 
Old Pundu, the cod, it was his duty to drag and 
create the river known as the Darling River today. 
So what I’m telling you — the stories that were 
handed down to me — all come from within this 
country.

Figure 2 The meandering landscape of the Darling River in Menindee, NSW, where Ngiyaampaa 
people tell of Weowie the water serpent who travelled and made the water holes and depressions.
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52 Geoactive 1 NSW for the Australian Curriculum Stage 4

3.4 What are the economic values 
of landscapes and landforms?
3.4.1 Tourism
‘Economic’ is a word we use to describe how we, as humans, make money and spend money. 
Humans have used landscapes and landforms to dig out natural resources, but they can also be a 
valuable source of money in their natural state. As outlined in 3.1, landscapes and landforms hold 
aesthetic values and people are willing to spend money to enjoy them.

Tourism is when people travel to other places from where they live for recreation, pleasure, relaxation 
or education. Many landscapes and landforms are excellent tourist destinations and are important 
for local communities because of the money and jobs created for the local economy. For example, 
The Great Barrier Reef is the largest coral reef landform in the world and tourism was responsible for 
91 per cent of the economic activity in the region. In 2012 over $6.4 billion was spent by tourists and 
tourism was responsible for creating over 64  000 full-time jobs.

Adventure tourism
A type of tourism that attracts people to landscapes and landforms is adventure tourism. This is a trip 
that has at least two of the following:
•	 a physical activity
•	 occurs in the natural environment
•	 cultural immersion.

Many landscapes and landforms are a great place for people to enjoy adventure tourism by  participating 
in activities such as rock climbing, mountain biking and hiking (figure 1). Adventure tourism activities 
are classified as ‘soft’ as most people can participate and ‘hard’ where  significant skills and equipment are 
needed (see table 1). Economically, adventure tourism makes money at a local scale by directly benefiting 
local communities through the money 
spent on accommodation, eating out 
or guides. Adventure tourism often 
requires specialised equipment, such 
as skis, bikes or ropes, so, at a larger 
scale, it contributes to the national 
and global economy. For example, the 
hard adventure activity of climbing the 
landform of Mount Everest, the world’s 
highest mountain, cost on average 
US$48  000  per person. The permit 
to climb is US$11  000 and there is 
the additional cost of buying training, 
specialised equipment,  airfare and tour 
guides.

TAbLe 1 Types of adventure tourism activities

Activity

Category
Hard: significant skill and effort

Soft: some skill and effort

Backpacking Soft

Bird watching Soft

Camping Soft

Canoeing Soft

Caving Hard

Climbing (mountain/rock/ice) Hard

Hiking Soft

Horse riding Soft

Hunting Soft

Kayaking/sea/whitewater Hard

Mountain biking Hard

Safaris Soft

Scuba diving Soft

Skiing/snowboarding Soft

Surfing Soft

Trekking Soft

Walking tours Soft

Source: World Tourism Organization (2014), AM Reports, Volume nine — 
Global Report on Adventure Tourism, UNWTO, Madrid.

Figure 1 Mountain biking is a popular form of adventure 
tourism that enjoys the aesthetics of landscapes and 
landforms and helps local economies.
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Chapter 3 Valuing, managing and protecting landscapes and landforms 53

grand Canyon National Park, united States
The Grand Canyon is a famous, steep-sided canyon in 
the Unites States that was created by the processes of 
weathering and erosion caused by the Colorado River. It is a 
distinctive landform that is 446 kilometres long and in some 

parts 18 kilometres wide. This landform has a large economic 
impact on the local communities. In 2011, $4.7 billion was 
spent by the 4.3 million visitors to the Grand Canyon National 
Park. Over 7361 jobs were created either directly or indirectly 
because of the tourist trade (figure 2).

pictorial map A map 
using illustrations to 
represent information

Figure 2 Pictorial map showing tourist activities in the Grand Canyon

CASe STuDY

Most park visitor spending within the park is for accommodation, followed by food and bev-
erages, fuel, admissions and fees, and souvenirs. Local communities up to 100 kilometres away also 
benefit from tourist spending as tourists travel to the Grand Canyon National Park and purchase 
food and other provisions. Apart from guided tours, visitors participate in a variety of activities 
including hiking and walking tours, river rafting, helicopter tours and tandem skydiving which pro-
vides employment opportunities for local people. 
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54 Geoactive 1 NSW for the Australian Curriculum Stage 4

ACTIVITIES

  UNDERSTAND 
1    What is tourism? 
2    Using statistics in the text and case study, 

copy and complete a table like the one below 
that compares the economic bene� ts of 
tourism in the Great Barrier Reef and the Grand 
Canyon.  

    
  The Great 
Barrier Reef  

  The Grand 
Canyon  

  Continent and 
country  

        

  Visitors          

  Money spent by 
visitors  

        

  Jobs created          

  Activities          

 EXPLAIN 
3    Explain why adventure tourism relies on 

landscapes and landforms. 

4    How does adventure tourism make money 
directly and indirectly for the economy?   

 INVESTIGATE 
5    Using an atlas and the internet, locate and 

name some popular places around the 
world where the following activities can be 
conducted. 
a    Scuba diving 
b    Rock climbing 
c    Mountain photography 
d    Aboriginal rock art tour     

 APPLY     
 6 a      Locate Kings Canyon in the Northern 

Territory on a map. 
b    Create a list of what you would need to 

purchase and the services you would need 
to pay for if you were to go on an adventure 
in Kings Canyon in the Northern Territory. 

c    List some activities you could do in this 
landscape.   

7    Refer to � gure 2. List as many activities as you 
can that provide jobs and places where tourists 
can spend money.   

Deepen your understanding of this topic 
with related case studies and questions. 

� Grand Canyon
� Himalayas video

 3.5 SkillBuilder: 
Using positional language 
 What is positional language? 
 Positional language is the use of compass points to locate places 
and provide directions between places. North, north-east, east, 
south-east, south, south-west, west, and north-west are shown on 
an 8-point compass. We can use positional language to describe 
the location of one feature in relation to another.     
 

NORTH

NORTH-
WEST

NORTH-
EAST

SOUTH-
WEST

SOUTH-
EAST

SOUTH

EASTWEST

ONLINE ONLY

eLesson
Watch this video to learn how 
to use positional language.

Searchlight ID: eles-1649

Interactivity
Try this interactivity to learn 
how to use positional language.

Searchlight ID: int-3145
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Chapter 3 Valuing, managing and protecting landscapes and landforms 55

3.6 How are landscapes 
protected and managed?
3.6.1 The World Heritage Convention
People have realised the value of landscapes and landforms, and the need to protect and manage 
them more effectively. This is so that they can ensure the landscapes and landforms continue 
to function in their natural state, as they are habitats for a variety of plants and animals, and so 
that future generations are able to enjoy them too. There are international agreements in place 
at the global scale to help protect these places and, at a local scale, governments have created 
areas that can be managed and protected by special laws that ensure the sustainable use of 
landscapes and landforms.

The World Heritage Convention is an international agreement that has been signed by 190 
 countries since 1972. This was recognition at a global scale that there are important parts of 
the physical and human environments that needed to be protected. The convention is  overseen 
by UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization). The process 
begins by a country  nominating a place inside its territories as a World Heritage Site,  then the 
World  Heritage  Committee assess if it matches at least one of the 10 set criteria (see Table 1). If 
it  adequately addresses the  criteria, it is inscribed on to the World Heritage List and it will be 
become a World  Heritage Site (figure 1). It is expected that the country the site is located in will 
take all precaution to protect and manage it. In some countries, once a place is put on the World 
Heritage list, their national and local laws  protect it.

sustainable to use 
the environment now 
in such a way that it 
continues to support 
our lives and the lives 
of other living creatures 
into the future

World Heritage List  
a list of human and 
natural sites that have 
been approved by 
UNESCO as meeting 
the criteria of being a 
World Heritage site

Figure 1 The World Heritage List includes 1031 sites of significance.
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56 Geoactive 1 NSW for the Australian Curriculum Stage 4

TAbLe 1 The UNESCO Criteria for World Heritage sites

  The 10 criteria for the selection of outstanding and/or unique World Heritage sites are summarised below. 
They should show:

Cultural sites

i. human creative genius
ii. exchange of human values, over time or within a culture
iii. culture or civilisation that is living or has disappeared
iv. building or landscape that illustrates significant stage(s) in human history
v. human settlement representing human interaction with the environment, especially if vulnerable to extinction
vi. events, traditions, ideas or beliefs

Natural sites

vii. exceptional natural beauty and importance
viii. major stages of the earth’s natural processes such as landforms
ix. ongoing processes in the evolution of living things and developing ecosystems
x. important natural habitats for conservation of biodiversity

Source: UNESCO

National parks and reserves
At a national and state level, governments have created special places called national parks and 
reserves. These are places that are protected by law and have special rules on how they can be 
accessed and used. In NSW, Australia, the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) manages 
850 national parks and reserves that cover over 7 million hectares of land (figure 2). This includes 
four World Heritage sites, a number of Australian National Heritage sites and 17 Ramsar wetlands 
(these are wetlands that have been ratified by the International Convention on Wetlands). There 
are different types of parks with different purposes that are managed by National Parks and Wild-
life. These range from areas that are completely protected, with minimum human interference, 
to areas that allow many human activities. As each different landscape requires different levels of 
management, each national park has its own managers and strategies that best suit its needs.
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Figure 2 Location of the 850 national parks and reserves in NSW, Australia
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Chapter 3 Valuing, managing and protecting landscapes and landforms 57

1      Use a compass to complete the following activities: 
a    What direction is the whiteboard from where you are 

sitting in the classroom? 
b    What direction is the canteen from your geography 

classroom? 
c    What direction is your home from the school? 
d    Name four suburbs or towns that surround your school. 

What direction are they from your school? 

2    Write down the directions you would give for someone 
to navigate, using the cardinal and ordinal points of a 
compass, from the front gate of your school to your 
geography classroom. 

3    Write down the directions you would give for someone to 
navigate with using bearings from the front gate of your 
school to your geography classroom.   

4    Which method of giving directions with a compass is more 
accurate?   

FOCuS ON FieLDWOrK

  Figure 3  Using a compass — direction and bearing  

Deepen your understanding of this topic 
with related case studies and questions. � World Heritage sites
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58 Geoactive 1 NSW for the Australian Curriculum Stage 4

ACTiviTieS

uNDerSTAND
1 Why have people realised that landscapes and landforms 

need be protected and managed?
2 Give an example of a global scale strategy and an example 

of local scale strategy to protect and manage landscapes 
and landforms.

eXPLAiN
3 Create a flow diagram that shows how a site becomes a 

World Heritage Area.
4 Why do the different national parks and reserves have their 

own managers and management strategies?
iNveSTigATe
5 Using the internet, research NSW national parks. Create 

a table with the column headings shown and research 
the different types of parks within the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service of NSW.

Type of 
Park Description Examples

Example nearest 
to my home

6 Research a landscape or landform that is on the World 
Heritage List and write an explanation of what criteria were 
used to put it on the list.

APPLY
7 Choose a landscape or landform that is not on the World 

Heritage List and that you think should be included. 
Prepare a proposal to the World Heritage Committee, 
either through a report, slide presentation or multimedia 
presentation, trying to persuade them, by using the 
appropriate criteria, to place your chosen site on the World 
Heritage List.

3.7 Kakadu – Australia’s 
first World Heritage Area
To access this sub-topic, go to your eBookPLUS at www.jacplus.com.au.

ONLINE ONLY

3.8 Why is Uluru 
an iconic Australian 
landform?
3.8.1 Aesthetic value
Uluru is one of Australia’s most famous and recognisable 
landforms. It is located very close to the centre of 
Australia in the south-west corner of the Northern Territory 
(figure 1). It is a large sandstone inselberg, a word 
that literally means ‘island mountain’. It is 3.6 kilometres 
long, 1.9 kilometres wide and 348 metres high from 
ground level but it is 860 metres above the sea level as it 
is located on a plateau. Its perimeter measures roughly 
9.4 kilometres.

The colour of Uluru’s rock face dramatically changes throughout the 
day. At sunrise, a popular time for tourists, it is flaming red (figure 2) 
then during the day it turns a red sandstone colour and at sunset it 
turns blue or violet. Its sheer size, shape and different colours have 
made this landform an inspiration and  ‘must see’ place for its majestic 
beauty, awe and wonder.

3.8.2 Cultural and spiritual value
Uluru is a sacred place to the local traditional owners, the Anangu 
Aboriginal people. It has special meaning to them as they recount 

Northern

Territory

Tennant Creek

Katherine

Alice Springs

Darwin

Uluru National Park

2500 500 km

Source: Spatial Vision

Figure 1 Location of Uluru

inselberg an isolated 
hill, knob, ridge, 
outcrop or small 
mountain that rises 
abruptly from the 
surrounding landscape

plateau large area 
of elevated land of 
uniform height
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that their ancestors left behind 
the rock’s many fissures and 
caves when it was created during 
the Tjukurpa, a name they give 
to their creation time. It is a site 
important to their spiritual beliefs 
with many ancient rock paintings 
of their ancestors inside the caves, 
and sacred rituals and ceremonies 
continue to be performed around 
the site. As it is a sacred place for 
Anangu, ‘No Photography’ signs 
are put up as a reminder to visi-
tors to respect the Anangu’s beliefs. 
Europeans have been visiting the 
site since the 1800s, and have 
enjoyed climbing the large rock 
for adventure and to appreciate 
the inselberg close up. However, 
as seen in figure 3, the Anangu have asked that they do not do this and many discussions over 
the years have focused on whether they should stop people climbing because of the cultural and 
spiritual importance of the site.

Figure 3 Uluru is a sacred site and the Anangu request people do not climb this cultural and spiritual site.

fissure a long, narrow 
crack or opening in 
the face of a rock

Figure 2 The beauty of Uluru’s flaming red rock face at sunrise
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60 Geoactive 1 NSW for the Australian Curriculum Stage 4

 3.8.3 Economic value 
 Regardless of its remote location, Uluru’s uniqueness and beauty have made it a popular tourist 
destination making it an important source of money for the small community that live in the area. 
Over 257  000 people visited the region in 2014, and international guests made up 53 per cent of 
those who came. It is an isolated place, so tourists would stay an average of three nights and were 
spending $2506 per trip. Th is contributed $322 million to the economy as money was spent on 
accommodation, tour guides, airfares, eating out and paying to experience many cultural activities; 
helping Indigenous people to earn an income whilst maintaining their link to the land. Th ese cultural 
activities included guided tours of sites that are open to non-initiated people, viewing performances 
of songs and dance, campfi re tours that demonstrate traditional hunting and gathering techniques, 
and the purchasing of the unique Aboriginal art.    

I wish they would respect
my sacred place! I wish they would respect

my sacred place!

  Figure 4  Respecting sacred places  

ACTiviTieS

  uNDerSTAND 
1    What type of landform is Uluru? 
2    What is the name of the creation time of the 

Anangu?   
 eXPLAiN 
3    Why is Uluru important for the Anangu? 
4    Refer to fi gure 2, explain how we know this 

photo was taken at sunrise? 
5    Uluru is important to the economy. Give 

reasons to support this statement.   

 APPLY 
6    Look at fi gure 4, what do you think this cartoon 

is trying to highlight about Uluru as a sacred 
space? 

7    You are a travel agent, and you are responsible 
for creating a tour for your class to travel to 
Uluru. Create a travel itinerary including costs 
of airfare, tours, accommodation and eating 
out. Present it as a  tourist brochure.   

Deepen your understanding of this topic 
with related case studies and questions. � Uluru  
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3.9 How is Uluru protected 
and managed?
3.9.1 Aboriginal management over generations
The area around Uluru has been home to the Anangu for hundreds of generations. They have 
been the guardians of the land long before the arrival of Europeans, and continue to play a role in 
managing the area today. 

While the Anangu did not ‘manage’ the land in the modern sense, their way of life and spiritual 
connection to the landscape kept the country healthy. There is an obligation to look after one’s 
country because of interconnection to the land, so the Anangu focused on using resources sustain-
ably. Through detailed knowledge of the land, its habitats, their small population size and nomadic 
lifestyle, the Anangu made sure they did not place stress on the  landscape and kept it pristine. By 
limiting access to the site to only sacred rituals, erosion on Uluru was  lessened.

3.9.2 National park and joint management
Uluru has been managed as a national park since 1950. Ayers Rock (Uluru) and Mt Olga (Kata 
Tjuta) became the Ayers Rock/Mt Olga National Park in 1958, which saw it become a tourist and 
wildlife reserve. In 1975, the park was given more protection under a new federal government law. In 
particular, the law provided protection from tourism. In 1985 the Australian government returned 
the land back to the Anangu people who then leased it back to the government to help manage it. In 
1992, the park’s name was changed to Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park to reflect the Aboriginal heri-
tage of the land (figure 1). The Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park has a joint management approach. 
This means that the Anangu and Parks Australia Rangers work together to help protect the landscape 
and unique landforms by using both scientific and Aboriginal knowledge to make decisions on how 
best to look after the area (figure 2).

Figure 1 The Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park emblem Figure 2 The Anangu and Parks Australia Rangers 
combine their knowledge to manage the park.

3.9.3 World Heritage listing
Uluru is a unique landform that is globally recognised. The Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park was 
recognised as a World Heritage site with natural significance by UNESCO in 1987. In 1994, it 
became the second World Heritage site to be recognised by the World Heritage Committee as both a 
natural and cultural World Heritage site. The World Heritage listing puts more responsibility on the 
managers to preserve and protect the landscape not only for the local people, but also as a place of 
international importance. The World Heritage Area is the same as the whole National Park (figure 3). 
The Anangu and the Park rangers work together to protect this World Heritage site for current and 
future generations to enjoy.

nomadic lifestyle  
does not live in one 
fixed spot and moves 
according to the 
seasons from place to 
place in search of food, 
water and grazing land
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Uluru−Kata Tjuta National Park

LASSETER HWY

LASSETER HWY

Cultural Centre

Talingubu Nyakunytjaku

Uluru
CarsBuses

Sunset Viewing

Yulara Resort

Park Entry StationSunset
Viewing

Sunrise and sunset

Valley of the Winds

Kata Tjuta
Dune Viewing

Sunrise and sunset

Kata Tjuta

Walpa Gorge

50 10 km

Yulara Resort

Highway

Minor road sealed

Minor road unsealed

Key

Source: http://whc.unesco.org/document/119879

Figure 3 The Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park and World Heritage site

ACTiviTieS

uNDerSTAND
1 Describe how the Anangu managed the area around Uluru 

before Europeans arrived.
2 What was the national park’s main purpose after 1950?
3 What significant event in 1985 changed the way the 

National Park was managed?

eXPLAiN
4 What were the three different names the national 

park has been known by and what is its current name?
5 Explain how joint management works.
6 Refer to the Climbing Uluru link in your eBookPLUS. Watch 

this video and list the reasons the managers give for not 
climbing Uluru.

iNveSTigATe
7 Research some management techniques that the Anangu 

and Park Rangers in Uluru–Kata Tjuta National Park use and 
create a fact file that identifies and describes the techniques.

APPLY
8 Refer to figure 1. Why do you think the national park’s 

emblem reflects joint management?
9 Create an annotated timeline showing the significant 

events in Uluru’s manage ment.

PreDiCT
10 Think–pair–share. With a partner, list what you think would 

have happened if Uluru was not managed and protected 
as a National Park and World Heritage site. What changes 
would have occurred? Share your findings with the class.

Weblink
Climbing Uluru

3.10 How have humans changed 
and degraded landscapes?
3.10.1 What human activities have degraded landscapes?
Humans depended on landscapes for their survival for thousands of years by living harmoniously 
within them. Since the end of the last ice age, humans began to settle in one place and made 
changes to the landscapes that surrounded them. Some scientists have named this period of time 
the Anthropocene. People built farms and settlements, such as towns and cities, and they used 
spaces for other industrial purposes such as mines. As a consequence, the built environments 
humans created have often resulted in the degradation of landscapes.

Farming
Humans moved from being nomadic to settling in one place. This happened because people dis-
covered that they could grow crops and domesticate animals like cattle, sheep, goats and pigs. 
Since humans no longer needed to migrate during different seasons to hunt and look for food, they 

ice age a geological 
period of time, 
approximately 13  000 
years ago when many 
parts of the world 
were cooler or frozen

Anthropocene  
a period of time to 
describe the time 
when humans made 
significant changes 
to the Earth’s 
environments

degradation a 
decline in quality 
caused by time or 
improper use

changed the environment around them to 
farm more effectively. Farms need areas of 
clear flat land with good soil and access to 
water. Clear land often did not occur 
naturally, so humans removed many trees 
and other vegetation. Landscapes that 
often look natural now were altered by 
humans thousands of years ago (figure 1). 
The roots of trees help hold soil together 
and the falling organic material 
from  plants  and animals replaced the 
nutrients in the soil. However, removing 
the  vegetation increased erosion and 
reduced the nutrients being replaced 
into the soil. Ploughing and irrigation also 
sped up leaching the nutrients out of the 
soil.

Settlements
Since farming allowed humans to stay 
in one place they started to build large 
settlements to create communities with 
other people.  Settlements began as small 
villages and some eventually turned into 
large towns or cities. To make way for 
housing, streets and other utilities land-
scapes needed to be cleared of vegetation 
and the ground excavated (figure  2). 
Cities and towns were very compact for 
many centuries, as most people had to 
walk around them. Since the invention of 
transport technologies, such as trains and 
motor vehicles, cities have expanded out-
wards to create suburbs (figure 3). Where 
once landscapes were dominated by 
natural elements, settlements have created 
large areas of built features that changed 
the landscape and reduced the size of habi-
tats of many plant and animal species.

Figure 3 Cities have expanded outwards to create suburbs. These have modified landscapes

Figure 1 Once covered in vegetation, this Irish landscape in County 
Kerry was changed by the removal of trees for farming thousands of 
years ago.

domesticate to tame 
a wild animal or plant 
so it can live with or be 
looked after by people

nutrient  
an essential element 
that feeds living 
things to help them 
function and grow

erosion the picking 
up, transport and 
depositing of 
weathered material

leaching a process 
that occurs where 
water runs through 
the soil, dissolving 
minerals and carrying 
them into the subsoil

1

1 A new treeline is created after trees have 
been removed to clear land.

2 New surfaces change the pattern of water 
run-off and absorption. 

3 Earth is excavated and the landscape 
reshaped.

4 New suburban houses are built.

2

3

4

Figure 2 Impacts of spreading settlements

settlement different 
types of places where 
humans live together, 
e.g. houses, villages, 
towns and cities
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changed the environment around them to 
farm more effectively. Farms need areas of 
clear flat land with good soil and access to 
water. Clear land often did not occur 
naturally, so humans removed many trees 
and other vegetation. Landscapes that 
often look natural now were altered by 
humans thousands of years ago (figure 1). 
The roots of trees help hold soil together 
and the falling organic material 
from  plants  and animals replaced the 
nutrients in the soil. However, removing 
the  vegetation increased erosion and 
reduced the nutrients being replaced 
into the soil. Ploughing and irrigation also 
sped up leaching the nutrients out of the 
soil.

Settlements
Since farming allowed humans to stay 
in one place they started to build large 
settlements to create communities with 
other people.  Settlements began as small 
villages and some eventually turned into 
large towns or cities. To make way for 
housing, streets and other utilities land-
scapes needed to be cleared of vegetation 
and the ground excavated (figure  2). 
Cities and towns were very compact for 
many centuries, as most people had to 
walk around them. Since the invention of 
transport technologies, such as trains and 
motor vehicles, cities have expanded out-
wards to create suburbs (figure 3). Where 
once landscapes were dominated by 
natural elements, settlements have created 
large areas of built features that changed 
the landscape and reduced the size of habi-
tats of many plant and animal species.

Figure 3 Cities have expanded outwards to create suburbs. These have modified landscapes

Figure 1 Once covered in vegetation, this Irish landscape in County 
Kerry was changed by the removal of trees for farming thousands of 
years ago.
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Open cut mining
Mining for minerals, such as iron ore and coal, has been an 
activity humans have been involved in for thousands of years, 
and has provided many economic benefits and resources to 
communities. Open cut mining is an activity where humans 
excavate large holes in the earth to access the minerals they 
are seeking (figure 4). To access the minerals, miners remove 
the top layers of soil and dirt (overburden) and pile them up 
(figure 5). The mineral being mined is removed, but it is often 
mixed in with other substances that are not valuable so the 
waste is separated (tailings) and stored in large ponds that are 
engineered to keep the contaminated water away from the 

local environment. Previously, miners pumped tailings straight 
into local waterways, causing significant contamination and 
environmental degradation. Once all the valuable minerals 
have been removed from the mine a large pit is left called 
a final void. Unfortunately, in many parts of the world final 
voids are left and not backfilled as it is a costly exercise. Final 
voids that are not dealt with properly experience high rates 
of erosion, and there are concerns that they degrade water 
tables. Also, many believe the modern, large-scale open 
cut mining has degraded the aesthetics of the landscapes 
that were dug up by significantly changing the topography 
of the area.

Figure 4 Mt Tom Price Mine is a huge iron ore open 
cut mine in the Pilbara region in Western Australia.

Overburden

Figure 5 Overburden piled up from an open cut mine

CASe STuDY

ACTiviTieS

uNDerSTAND
1 Describe what the term degradation means?
2 State the name of the major climate event 

which occurred before humans started to make 
large impacts on landscapes?

eXPLAiN
3 Explain why humans were able to stop being 

nomadic.

4 Explain how farming has degraded soil.
5 Explain how settlements change landscapes.

iNveSTigATe
6 Research the Anthropocene and write a 

paragraph to explain what this period of time is.
7 Using the internet, research open cut mining and 

draw an annotated diagram that identifies and 
describes the basic features of an open cut mine.

3.11 What are geomorphic 
hazards?
3.11.1 What is a landslide?
Geographers that study geomorphology examine the processes that shape and create the natural 
features of the Earth’s crust. The layer of the Earth’s crust they are interested in is called the 
lithosphere. Natural hazards are often events that happen in the natural environment that pose a 
threat to humans. A geomorphic hazard is any natural hazard that occurs in the lithosphere such 
as mass movements, glacial hazards, and soil erosion.

Landslides are a geomorphic hazard where loose rock, debris or earth moves down a steep slope. 
Landslides happen when the materials that make up the slope give way and move down because of 
gravity (figure 1). Landslides are known also as landslips, slumps or slope failure.

lithosphere the 
Earth’s crust, 
including landforms, 
rocks and soil

natural hazard  
describes a situation 
when the forces of 
nature combine to 
become destructive 
and have potential 
to damage the 
environment and 
endanger communities

geomorphic  
describes a process 
that occurs in 
the lithosphere

mass movements  
large areas of 
earth that move
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Figure 1 Travellers look at a landslide-affected road in Manali, India. Landslides are a regular hazard 
in this region.

What are the different types of landslides?
There are five categories of landslides (figure 2). The most dangerous type of landslide is a flow. They 
are called a flow because the rock and debris moves like water down the slope very quickly. A fall is 
where rock or debris free-falls before it rolls or slides down a slope. A topple is when rock tilts and does 
not collapse; often caused by the fissure pattern in a rock, similar to dominos toppling. A slide is a type 
landslide where large intact pieces of earth slip down another layer of a slope and often move slowly. 
Spread is when large areas of land creeps slowly sideways over very gentle or flat terrain.

Original

FLOW SLIDE SPREAD FALLTOPPLE

Original Original

Falling

Wave

Soil
Moving Moving

Partially
covered

Tilted

Figure 2 The 
different types of 
landslides

3.11.2 What are the causes of landslides?
Landslides can either occur naturally, be caused by humans or be caused and made worse by a combi-
nation of the two factors.

What are the natural causes of landslides?
Landslides that are caused naturally have three main triggers: (i) water, (ii) earthquakes and (iii) vol-
canic activity. Each of these triggers can occur independently or can work in combination with each 
other to cause a landslide.

Water
Slopes becoming saturated with water are one of the main causes of landslides. This can happen after lots 
of rain, as snow melts, or as a result of changes to water levels. Flooding and landslides are often related; 
as floodwater saturates the ground, loosening the earth, it creates the trigger for a landslide to happen.

Earthquakes
Areas that experience earthquakes often have landslide events. When the ground starts shaking it often 
loosens the material on steep slopes, causing a landslide or making the soil less compact, meaning 
water can saturate the ground quickly. Also, some materials when they shake can turn almost liquid, 
a process called liquefaction, and then they flow down a slope rapidly.

Volcanoes
When volcanoes erupt the lava can melt snow that then causes debris, such as ash, rock, soil and 
water, to flow down the slope. Volcanic debris is called lahar, an Indonesian word, and it flows very 
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rapidly, often leaving a trail of destruction. Also, the large volcanic explosion can cause earthquakes 
that then loosen the rock and create landslides.

Human causes
When humans move into an area they modify the landscape significantly. The roots of grass, plants 
and trees on slopes hold the soil together, but when removed, the earth is loosened creating con-
ditions for a landslide. Digging out the bottom of a slope (undercutting) can change how steep a 
slope is and it also makes it top heavy. Human’s use of water also contributes to landslides as the 
ground can be saturated by watering from farming (irrigation), drain pipes that leak and changing 
the way water flows when hard surfaces, such as roads, are created. All these factors, if not properly 
addressed by good engineering, can cause landslides.

3.11.3 What are the impacts of landslides?
Landslides can happen anywhere in the world with most countries experiencing them. Many land-
slides occur with minimal damage and no loss of life, but some of them have had disastrous impacts. 
In Australia, there have been 100 disastrous landslides recorded since 1842. These have killed 
105 people and injured 129, and were mainly caused by human action (figure 3). One such disaster 
was the Thredbo Landslide on 30 July 1997. It killed 18 people, injured one person, and cost the 
government $40 million in compensation. This disastrous landslide occurred on a steep slope in the 
Thredbo village in the Kosciuszko National Park in NSW. Poor drainage was a contributing factor 
when the road was created above the village (figure 4).

Overseas, many poor communities are built on the side of steep hills due to the land being of poor 
quality and, therefore, the only place they can afford to live. They are at risk of being in a landslide, 
especially when heavy rains occur (see case study 1) having built housing on steep slopes.

Landslide location
Key

0 500 1000 km

Source: Geoscience Australia

Figure 3 
Locations of major 
landslides in 
Australia
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Figure 4 The destructive path of the Thredbo Landslide
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3.11.4 Responding to 
landslides
After landslides occur, emerg-
ency services attend to assist with 
rescue and recovery. However, a 
preferred option is to try to mini-
mise the impacts of landslides. 
Ideally, houses should not be built 
on land that is prone to landslides. 
If an area is prone to landslides, 
meshing can be used on the side 
to catch falling rocks, retaining 
walls are built where a hill has 
been undercut and signage is used 
to warn people of the dangers of 
landslides (figure 5).

brazil landslides, April 2010
Between 6 April and 8 April in 2010, Rio Di 
Janeiro experienced a high amount of rain due to 
a severe storm that saturated the ground that was 
already waterlogged. Favela is the name given to 
the slum-style housing that poorer people live in, 
and many favelas were built on steep slopes on 

the outskirts of the city. The saturated ground, the 
stresses put on the slope by removing the 
vegetation, and undercutting when building the 
houses caused massive flow landslides where it 
was heavily populated (figure 6). These landslides 
killed over 279 people, injured many more and left 
countless already poor people homeless.

Figure 6 A flow landslide on a steep slope on the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro

CASe STuDY 

 

Figure 5 Signage used to 
warn people that landslides 
are a natural hazard in the 
area
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ACTIVITIES

  UNDERSTAND 
1    De� ne the term geomorphology. 
2    Describe what is a natural hazard. 
3    Outline what is a geomorphic hazard.   

 EXPLAIN 
4    Explain why a landslide is a geomorphic 

hazard. 
5    Outline what changes to landscapes cause 

landslides? 
6    Why is a � ow landslide considered the most 

dangerous? 
7    What caused the landslides in Brazil? 
8    Create a table in your workbook and identify 

the different types of landslides and their 
causes. Then sketch a diagram showing how 
they occur.   

 APPLY 
9    Refer to � gure 3 and an  atlas showing the 

physical characteristics of Australia. Using 
positional language, describe where most of 
Australia’s landslides occur? What reasons 
can you give as to why landslides are 
occurring in these places?   

 PREDICT 
10    Refer to � gure 1. Using evidence from the 

photo, explain why this part of India has many 
landslides. 

11    Using an online map, such as Google Maps or 
Google Earth, locate a site where landslides 
could occur in your area. Give reasons for 
your answer.   

Deepen your understanding of this topic 
with related case studies and questions. � Thredbo Landslide

 3.12 SkillBuilder: 
Using topographic maps 
 What are topographic maps? 
 Topographic maps are a type of map that provides detailed and 
accurate information of features that appear on the Earth’s surface. 
  They show features of the natural environment, such as forests 
and lakes, and features of human environments, such as roads and 
settlements. Relief is often shown using contour lines.      

ONLINE ONLY

Built-up area; Parks, recreation areas. ................................................

Road, sealed surface, two or more lanes; National route marker. .....

Road, sealed surface, one lane. .........................................................

Road, unsealed surface, two or more lanes; Bridge. ..........................

Road, unsealed surface, one lane; Gate; Cattle grid. .........................

Vehicular track.....................................................................................

Railway, mulitple track; Station; Siding. ..............................................

Railway, single tract, Cuttting; Embankment. ....................................

Building; Post of�ce; Police station; School. .....................................

Hospital; Church; Mine; Windmill. . .....................................................

Fence; Guerry. .....................................................................................

Power transmission line; Levee or bank. ............................................

Survey beacon; spot elevation. ...........................................................

Lake perennial; Watercourse...............................................................

Lake, intermittent; Land subject to inundation....................................

Dam or waterhole on watercourse; Tank or small dam.......................

Contours; Depression contours. .........................................................

Cliff; Escarpment or low cliff. ..............................................................

Pine plantation; Orchard or low cliff. ...................................................

Windmark. ...........................................................................................

Trees and scrub, scattered..................................................................

Trees and scrub, medium, dense. .......................................................
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KILOMETRES

  eLesson  
 Watch this video to learn how 
to use topographic maps.      

  Searchlight ID:   eles-1641    

  Interactivity  
 Try this interactivity to learn 
how to use topographic maps.      

  Searchlight ID:   int-3137    
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iNveSTigATiNg TOPOgrAPHiC MAPS

    3.13  Topographic map extract: 
Gunnedah Shire,  NSW 

3.13.1 Gunnedah Shire
 Gunnedah Shire is located in NSW in the 
Namoi Valley, and is approximately 450 
kilometres north–west of Sydney. It covers an 
area of 5092 square kilometres with the town 
of Gunnedah being the main regional centre.

Gunnedah was inhabited by the   Gunn-e-dar  
people of the Kamilaroi nation and its name 
means ‘place of white stones’. Th e area is situated 
on the Liverpool Plains so it is very fl at. Th e plains 
are 264 metres above sea level and the highest hills 
are only 200 metres above the fl at plains. As the 
area is fl at, Gunnedah’s main industry is agricul-
ture with approximately 403  000  hectares of land 
used to grow crops such as wheat, sorghum, barley, 
cotton, sunfl owers, soya beans and vegetables. 
Gunnedah also has a strong coal mining industry 
with 10 million tonnes of coal exported every year.           

     

ACTiviTieS

  iDeNTiFY 
1    Refer to fi gure 4. Using your topographic map reading 

skills:  
a    State the contour interval of this map. 
b    State the ratio scale of the map. 
c    Name the road in AR5671 and identify the type of road it 

is in the key. 
d    How many buildings are located in AR5069? 
e    What is the Grid Reference of the cemetery? 
f    What is the height of the highest point on this map? 
g    Name the main river evident on this map. 
h    Name the major road evident on this map.     

 eXPLAiN 
2    Refer to the text, fi gures 2, 3 and 4, and explain why 

farming is the main activity which occurs in this landscape?   

 iNveSTigATe 
3    Use an online map, such as Open Street Map or Google 

Maps, and fi nd the name of the town located in the south-
east quadrant of this topographic map. 

4    Why do you think the town was built in this space? What 
natural hazard would the town be under threat from?   

 APPLY 
5    Choose an area on this map where you would establish 

a farm give the Area Reference and outline three reasons 
why you would locate a farm there.   
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Source: Spatial Vision

  Figure 1  Location 
of Gunnedah  

  Figure 2  The Naomi Valley in the fl at 
Liverpool Plains is good agricultural land  

  Figure 3  Aerial view of the Naomi Valley  
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3.14 Review
To access this resource, go to your eBookPLUS at www.jacPLUS.com.au.
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Figure 4 Topographic map of Gunnedah Shire
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